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Abstract-In this paper, we propose adaptive user association
in the Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) with renewable energy
powered base stations (BSs), where all the BSs are assumed solely
powered by the harvested energy from the renewable energy
sources. BSs across tiers differ in terms of energy harvesting
rate, maximum transmit power and deployment density. In con
ventional grid-powered HetNets, user association is determined
based on the assumption that all the BSs can transmit with
constant powers, whereas the transmit powers of BSs vary in
the HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs. The adaptive
user association is formulated as an optimization problem which
aims to maximize the number of accepted user equipments (UEs)
and minimize the radio resource consumption in the scenario
where the available energy of BSs is dependent on the harvested
energy in a certain period of time. We first propose an optimal
offline algorithm, where the gradient descent method is used
to achieve the pseudo-optimal user association solution. The
performance of proposed gradient descent based user association
algorithm is verified by simulation results. Considering practical
implementation, we further propose a heuristic online user
association algorithm which is capable of making timely user
association decision for the incoming UEs based on remaining
available network resources. Simulation result indicates the
proposed online algorithm achieves good tradeoff between UEs
acceptance ratio and association delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, motivated by the environmental concerns and the
regulatory pressure for greener techniques, network operators
have started considering the deployment of renewable energy
sources, such as solar panels and wind turbines, to supplement
conventional wire grid in powering base stations (BSs). In
this scenario, BSs are capable of harvesting energy from the
environment, and free from having an "always-on" energy
source [1].

Although energy harvesting is attractive, it does not work
well in the conventional cellular networks which only consist
of high-power macro BSs, since the amount of harvested
energy suffers from high variability and may not be sufficient
to supply the high-power macro BSs. Unlike the conventional
cellular networks, Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets), where
various small cells are densely underlaid in a macro-cellular
network, is a promising technique to achieve more spectrum
efficient and energy-efficient communications in order to meet
the requirements of 5G networks [2]. The BSs in the so
called "small cells", cover much smaller areas and hence
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require significantly smaller transmit powers compared with
the conventional macro BSs, such that the harvested energy is
more able to supply the low-power BSs in the "small cells".
Therefore, the renewable energy powered BSs via energy
harvesting in HetNets which avoid the wired power constraint
are attractive, since they would open up entire new categories
of low cost "drop and play" deployment, specially of small
cells [3].

Researches on energy harvesting from the renewable energy
sources can be categorized into two directions. The first direc
tion focuses on the link level, see [4] and references therein.
Another direction focuses on applying energy harvesting into
wireless networks, such as wireless sensor networks [5], and
cognitive radio networks [6], etc. In [5], authors investigated
the wireless sensor network where sensors harvest energy from
the environment, and derived the overall probability of packet
loss due to lack of energy in the nodes. In [6], a cognitive
radio network with an energy harvesting enabled secondary
transmitter was considered, and the goal was to determine
an optimal spectrum sensing policy so as to maximize the
total throughput, under the constraints that the total consumed
energy should not be larger than the total harvested energy
and the transmission of primary users must be protected.

While some progress has been made in advancing the un
derstanding of applying energy harvesting into wireless sensor
networks and cognitive radio networks, the energy harvesting
enabled HetNets is far from being fully understood. Due to
the randomness of energy availability in renewable energy
sources, the HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs calls
the prior resource allocation algorithms in the conventional
grid-powered HetNets into question. The resource allocation
algorithms should be adapted according to the energy and load
variations across time and space. To the best of our knowledge,
the only related work about HetNets with renewable energy
powered BSs is [3]. With the foundations in random walk
theory, fixed point analysis and stochastic geometry, authors
in [3] developed a traceable model for HetNets, and provided
a fundamental characterization of regimes under which the
HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs have the same
performance as the ones with reliable energy sources. In this
paper, we propose adaptive user association in the HetNets
with renewable energy powered BSs, to determine which BS
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Fig. 1. System model for adaptive user association in HetNets with renewable
energy powered BSs

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We focus on the 2-tier downlink HetNets where tier 1 is
modeled as macrocell and tier 2 as picocell, and we assume
an orthogonal-frequency-division-multiple-access (OFDMA)
based physical layer transmission scheme. Fig. 1 details the
system model for adaptive user association in HetNets with
renewable energy powered BSs. We consider the HetNets
with K macrcocell geographical areas each containing one
macro BS, denoted as BS~ and N p pieo BSs, denoted as
BS~ (m E {I"" ,Np }, k E {I, 2, ... ,K}), thus there are
K *Np pieo BSs in the HetNets. All the BSs share the same
frequency band, with frequency reuse factor equaling to one.
It is worth mentioning that the proposed user association can
be extended to L-tier HetNets (L > 2). We have N u user
equipments UE~ (n E {l, 2, ... ,Nu }) randomly distributed
in a macrocell geographical area, and there are K * Nu UEs
in the HetNets in total. We assume that at any time each UE
can either be associated with a single BS or no BS when the
UE is rejected.

the user equipments (UEs) should be associated with when all
the BSs in HetNets are assumed solely powered by renewable
energy sources via energy harvesting.

We formulate the adaptive user association as a optimization
problem with the aim to maximize the number of accepted
UEs and minimize the radio resource consumption in the
scenario where the available energy of BSs is dependent on
the harvested energy in a certain period of time. First of all,
we propose a optimal offline algorithm, the gradient descent
based user association algorithm, where the gradient descent
method is used to achieve the pseudo-optimal user association
solution. Considering practical implementation, and based on
proposed optimal offline algorithm, we further propose a
heuristic online user association algorithm which is capable of
making timely user association decision for the incoming UEs
based on remaining network resources. The proposed optimal
offline and online algorithms provide insights on how BSs and
UEs should associate in the HetNets with renewable energy
powered BSs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
system model. Section III presents the gradient descent based
user association algorithm. Section IV is the heuristic online
user association algorithm. Simulation results and conclusions
are given in Section V and Section VI, respectively.

(1)

and the received downlink SINR ofUE~ when associated with
pico BS (BS~, m E {l, ... ,Np }) is as follows

k p~('P~)g~n
Imn = K K N
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In the adaptive user association, we assume each BS is
solely powered by the harvested energy from the renewable
energy sources. The BSs from different tiers differ in terms
of the energy harvesting rate which determines the transmit
powers of different BSs. Since we do not focus on the process
of energy harvesting, in this paper we formulate the power
delivery capacity of energy harvesting for BS~ as Z~, a
stationary stochastic process described by probability density
function (PDF) f~ (z~) (m E {O,' .. ,Np }) [7].

For the sake of tractability, we assume that the HetNets
operate on two time scale [3]: i) long time scale, over which
each BS harvests energy from the renewable energy sources,
and ii) short time scale, over which the user association and
scheduling decision are made. Such assumption facilitates
analysis since it allows us to assume that each BS transmits to
each UE with fixed power in each resource block over short
time scale.

To formulate the user association problem, the user associ
ation matrix X is defined as

k _ { 1, if UE~ is associated withBS~
xmn - .

0, otherwise, m E {a, ... ,Np }

The received downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ra
tio (SINR) of UE~ when associated with macro BS (BS~) is
as follows

k Pt ('P~) g~n
~n= K K ~

" p,k' ( k' ) k' + " "pk' ( k' ) k' + 2L..J 0 'Po gon L..J L..J m 'Pm gmn an
k'#k k'=l m=l

(3)

where g~n is the average channel gain between UE~ and
BS~, which considers pathloss and shadowing, and a~ is the
estimated noise power level at UE~. P~ (.) (j E {O, . .. ,Np })

is the transmit power of BS~. Since the energy harvesting
parameter determines the transmit power of BS, here P~ ('P~)

is the inverse of F~ (z~) ~ J;~ f~ (~)d~, where 'P~ is the
energy outage probability for BS~.

Based on the SINR values, the required radio resources for
UE~ when associated with BS~ can be derived as

c~n = f (,;;'n) = 1 (i~ k )' mE {a, 1,' .. N p }, (4)
og2 Imn

where 'Ij;~ is required data rate of UE~.
III. GRADIENT DESCENT BASED USER ASSOCIATION

ALGORITHM

We formulate the adaptive user association as an optimiza
tion problem which aims to maximize the resource utilization

Renewable energy
sources
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Step 2. Update the x~n values
for k = 1,00 oK

form= O,oooNp

dBW k - ""N" k kuse m - L.,,~=1 xmncmn
while (usedBWm < at;,,)

for n = 1,·· oNu
x:;'n = x:;'n + 8~x:;'n
end for

usedBW:;' = E~'::l x:;'nc:;'n
end while

end for
end for

Step 1. Initialization
set x:;'n = 0, acceptUEsetk = 0, acceptUEnumk = 0,
BSrestk = [a~, 0 .. ai~), ~x:;'n = dG (x)/dx:;'n

Step 3. User association according to x~n values
for k = 1,00 oK
[M, N] = sort (x:;'n' descent)
i=O

while (acceptUEnum k < totalUEnumk ) & (BSrestk > 0)
i=i+1

if (N(i) rf:- acceptUEsetk
) & (BSrest'MCi) - c'MCi)NCi) ~ 0)

acceptUEnumk = acceptUEnumk + 1
acceptUEsetk = acceptUEsetk U N(i)
BSrest'MCi) = BSrest'MCi) - c'MCi)NCi)
end if

end while
end for

Algorithm 1: Gradient Descent Based User Association Algorithm
in HetNets with Renewable Energy Powered BSs

where c5 is the step size. The value of x~n is updated according
to (9) until constraint (6) reaches the equality. Then we sort
x~n values in the descending order. The larger value of x~n
means higher association probability. DEs are accepted by
the HetNets sequentially in the order specified by the sorted
x~n values. Each UE can only be accepted by one BS at
any time. Once a DE is accepted, the constraints (6) and (7)
are checked. The whole procedures stop when all DEs are
accepted by the HetNets, or all the constraints are reached.
The detailed gradient descent based user association algorithm
can be described in Algorithm 1.

Given that

~x~n = dG (x)/dx~n = (1- w) - wp~c~n' (10)

and DEs which want to be associated with the same BS have
the same update step size and p~, UE~ which requires less
radio resource from BS~ has higher association probability.
As for the different BSs, the less the p~ is, the comparatively
higher the association probability with BS~ is. Such that the
proposed gradient descent based user association algorithm
enables more DEs to be associated with the low-power pieo
BSs, achieving the loading balancing throughout HetNets.

IV. HEURISTIC ONLINE USER ASSOCIATION ALGORITHM

In reality, DEs arrive and depart dynamically and quick
user association decision should be made. It is not possible
to wait until all the requesting DEs arrive, and then make
the global optimal user association as the offline optimal
algorithm, which achieves higher network capacity at the cost
of longer processing time and larger user association delay.
In the real networks, since the HetNets have already accepted

(7)

(8)

"1m E {O,'" ,Np }

"In E {I, ... ,Nu }

Vk E {I,,,, ,K}.

N"
L c~nx~n ~ C~,
n=l

N p

L x~n = 10rO,
m=O

x~n E {a, I},

s.t.

K N p N" K N p N"

maxG(x) = (1- w)L L LX~tn - wL L LP~C~nX~n
k=l m=O n=l k=l m=O n=l

(5)
(6)

and network capacity under the scenario where all the BSs
in HetNets are solely powered by harvested energy from the
renewable energy sources.

In this section, we propose an optimal offline algorithm
for the adaptive user association, with the objective function
defined as follows to maximize the number of accepted DEs
while minimizing the radio resource consumption

The first term in (5) evaluates the number of accepted DEs
in the HetNets, and the second term evaluates the amount
of radio resources used for serving the accepted UEs. Thus
the maximization of the objective function (5) requires the
maximization of number of accepted DEs in HetNets, and
minimization of the consumed radio resources. w specifies
the relative importance between the number of accepted DEs
and the consumed radio resources. The larger w will lead to
more emphasis on the resource utilization to minimize the
resource consumption, and the smaller w will attach more
importance to the number of accepted DEs, in order to improve
the network capacity. p~ is the weight of the resources in
BS~, generally the weights can be selected as a composite
tradeoff among signal quality, spectrum efficiency and load
balancing requirements, and they can also adapted in real time
to address the dynamic change in the HetNets. Here we set
p~ = P~ (ep~), since the BS with larger transmit power
has higher chance to become the early capacity bottleneck,
and thus the proposed algorithm encourages more DEs to
be associated with low-power BSs. Constraint (6) enforces
the resources constraints at each BS, where C~ is the total
bandwidth of BS~. Constraint (7) indicates that each DE can
only be associated with one BS or no BS at any time.

The above optimization problem is a 0-1 knapsack problem,
which is NP-hard. It is difficult to obtain an optimal solution
in real time, especially when there are large number of DEs in
the HetNets. In this section, we propose gradient descent based
user association algorithm which is a optimal offline algorithm
for the pseudo-optimal solution. For a linear optimization
problem, the pseudo-optimal solution approaches the global
optimal solution which is located at the boundary of the
constraint region.

In order to apply the gradient descent method, we relax the
x~n E {a, I} to °~ x k n ~ 1. In this case, x~ indicates
the probability that UE! is associated with BS~. Via the
gradient descent method, the value of x~n is updated along
the direction ~x~n = dG (x) / dX~n as

x~n (t) = x~n (t - 1) + c5~x~n, (9)
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some DEs which have occupied some radio resources, the user
association decision for the incoming DEs can only be made
based on the remaining radio resources in the HetNets.

Inspired by the gradient descent based user association
algorithm described in Section III, where DEs will associate
with the BS from which they require the least weighted
radio resources, in the section, we propose a heuristic online
user association algorithm in HetNets with renewable energy
powered BSs as described in Algorithm 2. The heuristic
online user association algorithm is implemented over the
short time scale, where we assume the transmit power of
BS is constant and pre-determined by the energy harvesting
parameters. The heuristic online user association algorithm
is activated whenever a DE attempts the network access or
is handovered to another BS over the short time scale. The
proposed online algorithm associates the new arrival UE with
the best serving BS based on the availability of the remaining
radio resources, and DEs which have already been accepted
by the certain BS will not be redirected to another BS.

Algorithm 2: Heuristic Online User Association Algorithm
in HetNets with Renewable Energy Powered BSs
Step 1. Initialization
set pk = pk (rpk) BSrestk (0) = C k
usedBWi:, (0) =mO: k E {I, .rr:. ,K}, mm~ {O, ... ,Np }

Step 2. Online user association
whenever any UE~ tries to access network
for m E {O" .. ,Np }

if BSrest';" (t) - c';"n 2': 0
<Pm = usedBWi:, (t) . p';" + c';"n
else
<Pm = +00
end if

end for
m* = arg min (<Pm) and <P* = min (<Pm)

mE{O,. .. N p } mE{O,.··Np }

if <P* i- +00
UE~ is associated with BSm*k.
BSrest';". (t + 1) = BSrest';". (t) - c';".n
usedBWi:,. (t + 1) = usedBWi:,. (t) + c';".n
else
UE~ is rejected.
end if

The <I>m described in Algorithm 2 indicates weighted band
width consumption when UE~ is associated with BS~, which
considers the load condition of BS~. We still set the weight
p;;' = P:' (cp;;') , in order to associate more UEs with the
low-power pico BSs and achieve load balancing throughout
HetNets. The weighted bandwidth consumption is used in
ranking the BSs during the user association. UE will choose
the BS with the least weighted bandwidth consumption. The
heuristic online algorithm intends to jointly consider the signal
quality and load distribution, which will maximize the spectral
efficiency and system capacity.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, the
downlink HetNets composed of 19 macrocells are simulated.
In each macrocell, 3 pico BSs are symmetrically located along
a circle with radius as 200m and macro BS in the center. Users
are randomly distributed in the HetNets area.

As the distribution of harvested power for BS~ is scenario
dependent, for the sake of simplicity, we assume the har
vested power is uniformly distributed [7], i.e. f:' (z:;') =

1/ (b;;' - a;;') , Vz:;' E [a;;', b;;'], with a;;' and b;;' as the
minimum and the maximum harvested power of BS~, respec
tively. Note that any other continuous energy distribution can
be adopted in our model.

The simulation parameters are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Bandwidth 10 MHz

Inter site distance 500m
Min harvested power of macro BS [0,20] dBm
Max harvested power of macro BS [20,50] dBm
Min harvested power of pico BS [0,10] dBm
Max harvested power of pico BS [10,34] dBm

Noise power -174 dBmlHz
Pathloss between macro BS to UE 128.1 + 37.6loglOd (km) [8]
Pathloss between pico BS to UE 140.7 + 36.71oglOd (km) [8]

Log-normal shadowing fading 10 dB [8]
User required data rate 100 Kbps [9]

Power outage probability 5% [7]
Number of drops 500

The proposed gradient descent based user association algo
rithm (gradient descent based UA) is compared with the con
ventional user association algorithm where UEs are associated
with the BS from which they receive the maximum Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP), we denoted it as maximum
RSRP user association (max RSRP UA).
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50 100 150 200 250 300

Number of requesting UEs per macrocell area in HetNets

Fig. 2. Ratio of accepted UEs of the proposed gradient descent based UA
with various values of p';" and w

Fig. 2 shows the ratios of accepted DEs in the proposed
gradient descent based UA with various values of p;;' and
w (where p;;' is the weight of the resources in BS~, and
w specifies the relative importance between the number of
accepted DEs and the consumed radio resources). The ratio of
accepted DEs when w = 10-20 is larger than that when w =

10-10 , which validates the design of the proposed algorithm,
that the smaller w attaches more importance on the network
capacity, leading to the higher DEs acceptance ratio. The figure
also verifies that the performance of the proposed gradient
descent based UA when p;;' = P:' ~cp;;') is better than that
when p;;' = I, due to the fact that Pm = P:' (cp;;') increases
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the proposed gradient descent based VA is superior to the
max RSRP VA. This is because the proposed algorithm takes
the resource consumption into account when deciding the user
association, such that the resource is better utilized and more
DEs can be served.

The figure also indicates when there are more than 150
requesting DEs, the DEs acceptance ratio in the proposed
online algorithm is inferior to that in the proposed optimal
offline algorithm. This is because the optimal offline algorithm
can obtain the global optimal results, while the online algo
rithm can only achieve local optimal, since the user association
decision for the incoming DEs can only be made based on the
remaining radio resources in the HetNets. When there are 300
requesting DEs, the proposed online algorithm loses 14% DEs
acceptance ratio compared with the proposed optimal offline
algorithm, but the proposed online algorithm achieves much
lower processing delay and shorter waiting time of DEs. Thus
the proposed online algorithm achieves good tradeoff between
DEs acceptance ratio and association delay.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed adaptive user association in
the HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs. We first
proposed a optimal offline algorithm, the advantages of which
have been verified by the simulation results. For the sake
of real-time user association, we further proposed a heuristic
online user association algorithm. Simulation result indicates
the proposed online algorithm achieves good tradeoff between
DEs acceptance ratio and association delay. The proposed
algorithms provide insights on how BSs and DEs should
associate in the HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs.
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the weight of the radio resources in the high-power BSs, and
thus encourages more VEs to be associated with the low-power
BSs, resulting in the load balancing and higher DEs acceptance
ratio throughout the HetNets.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of accepted UEs versus number of requesting UEs

We then still set w = 10-10, p~ = P~ (cp~), and Fig. 4
shows the comparison of the accepted DEs ratios in the three
algorithms with increasing number of requesting DEs in each
marcocell area. The figure indicates that the increasing of
requesting VEs will decrease the ratio of accepted DEs, but

0.55,=-0~12=---~14:--~16::---~18::---c:'20::---c:'22::----c-24'---=26'---2=8-3=0-3c':2-------:34
Max harvested power of pice BS (dBm)

Fig. 3. Ratio of accepted UEs versus maximum harvested power of pico BS

Then we set w = 10-10 , p~ = P~ (cp~), and 300 DEs
in each marcocell area. We assume the harvested power or
transmit power of macro BS is 46dBm, and the minimum
harvested power of pico BS is 5dBm. Fig. 3 is the ratios
of accepted VEs in two algorithms with different maximum
harvested powers of pico BS. The figure illustrates that in the
proposed gradient descent based VA, the ratio of accepted DEs
grows with the increase of maximum harvested power of pico
BS. The reason is that the larger harvested power will lead
to higher transmit power, and enabled by the load balancing
property of the proposed algorithm, more DEs can be accepted.
In contrast, the ratio of accepted DEs in the max RSRP VA
does not improve that much. This is because regardless of
the value of pico BS' maximum harvested power, the transmit
power of macro BS always dominates the transmit power of
pico BS, the most of DEs will associate with macro BS, and
thus the improvement of the maximum harvested power of
pico BS does not enhance the ratio of accepted DEs.
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